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Paris or Tellerio-Bemensis Codea?, records many
facts about the settlement of the Nahua city-states;
while the third, or Vatican Codex, is mostly of a
mythological and calendrical character. Perhaps
the most remarkable feature of this is the section
representing the Aztec idea of the journey of the
soul through the other world after death. The
corpse* dressed for burial, is shown with the spirit
issuing from the mouth. Ushered by an attendant
in an ocelot skin, the soul, with a wooden collar about
its neck indicating a prisoner, goes before Tezcat-
lipoca to be sentenced. Then the soul is tested for
its right to enter the world of the dead, the realm of
Mictlan, and is provided with a number of arrows or
spears for self-protection. It passes two high peaks,
which may topple upon it at any instant; a terrible
serpent intercepts it; and if this is overcome it is
faced by a huge alligator (ooocJiitonal). Then it
must cross eight successive deserts and mountains
and be buffeted by a cyclone so fierce that it cuts
the solid rock. Finally it encounters a demon
(izpuzteque),, and the fiend Nextepehua with clouds
of ashes, until at length it wins the doors of the "Lord
of Hell" where it is free to greet its spirit friends.
In some details the Aztec and Maya calendars are
similar, although they are by no means identical, and
it is evident that one either borrowed from the other
or that both took their ideas from some common
source. As the Mayan culture is far older than that
of the Aztecs it is probable that the Mayas originated
the system, but as the Zapotecan calendar embodies
peculiarities of both, some authorities have held that
it is the oldest. On the other hand it is far more prob-

